In NTS 62:3 (July 2016) David Horrell presented an elegant study of selected phrases in 1 Corinthians 7 and 1 Peter 3 that show, he argued, early 'ethnicising' tendencies among early Christians. The stuἶy's elegance comes in part from the ease with which Horrell changes the level of zoom: from a remote perspective on large questions of our world-ethnic identity, neo-liberalism, and ingrained Christian bias against Judaism-to a minute analysis of these New Testament phrases and then back to the big issuesέ όully half of the stuἶy ἶisἵusses the global stakes of ώorrell's exegesis, in debate with scholars who allegedly maintain a quasi-Marcionite (this is our label) dichotomy between a merely physical, local Judaism and a transcendent, This encourages him to find in 1 Corinthians 7 and 1 Peter 3 ethnic groups in the making.
Horrell stresses that he is not arguing simplistically that early Christianity was ethnic, but rather that everything was 'fuzzy anἶ overlapping' anἶ ἵomplex, and that 1 ἶifferenἵe was not in the ἑhristians' favourέ We ἵannot aἵἵept that to make any such distinction, on sound historical grounds, is to play with the fire of global white exploitation. Our historical research gives no consolation to supersessionist or any other anti-Jewish views. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2016), 177-96, at 196. during the nineteenth century into social / social-scientific (aggregative, model-, type-, and pattern-seeking) and humanistic (historicist, particularist, philological) streams, 6 Esler's boat is in the former anἶ εason's in the latter. We are both concerned with how things actually were two thousand years ago, but we ask different kinds of questions and use different criteria to answer them.
Since readers may easily consult our earlier work, we have not recycled it here.
7 Instead we re-examine in our different ways the two sides of the dichotomy that
Horrell laments: Judaean vis-à-vis Christ-follower identities. To keep the article within manageable limits, we respond on this issue alone, not to his ethnicising interpretation of 1 Corinthians 7 and 1 Peter 3. Suffice it to say that we understand both passages to be preoccupied with the imminent overturning of this world and the creation of a new one, a frame that would be hard to square with an ethnicising
Christ-movement settling in to the world.
We hope that this investigation will both respond to Horrell and contribute to the larger discussion about 'ethniἵ reasoning' in anἵient ἑhristianity, whiἵh he also mentions. 8 Our questions, in the works that Horrell cites, are not theological -though
Esler pursues theological interests elsewhereέ They are not about the 'essential' nature of Christianity or Judaism, in the mind of God or a social scientist. (e) a link with a homeland, either through actual occupation or by symbolic attachment to the ancestral land, as with diaspora peoples; and (f) a sense of communal solidarity.
11
These must be regarded as diagnostic, not constitutive, of ethnic identity to accord with ἐarth's asἵriptive anἶ interaἵtive approaἵhέ
12
The Smith anἶ ώutἵhinson sἵheme inἵluἶes 'religion' among the elements of indicator (d), a common culture; in other words, ethnic identity is more inclusive than 'religion' anἶ ἶifferent from itέ 'Religion' is, however, a problematiἵ ἵategory when applied to the ancient Mediterranean world. 13 Nevertheless, phenomena involving belief in the interactions between gods and human beings (which some might label 'religious' anἶ others not) ἵertainly were an important part of life at various levels in the first century CE Mediterranean world: especially the empire, ethnic groups, citystates, voluntary associations, and families. 7, 34; Dec. 96; Spec. 2.163, 166; 4.179, 224; Virt. 212, 226; Prob. 75; Flacc. 1, 45, 179, 191; Legat. 117, 160, 184, 194, 207, 210, 256, 373; Hypoth. 6.10; Josephus, War 1.1; 2.197, 6.17, 330, 342; 7.423; Ant. 7.456; 11.123, 270, 272, 285, 303, 323, 340; 135, 141, 357, 412, 13.1, 48, 143, 166; 14.196, 212, 248, 306, 320; 15.15, 179, 383; 16.56, 158, 162; 17.174, 330; 18.378; 19.278, 309; 20.11l; Apion 1.137; 2.43. 36 ἑfέ ἑέ ἢέ Jones, 'ἔ and γ in Herodotus ', CQ 46 (1996) 315-20. Genos is, however, a much more flexible term than even ethnos. In Aristaeas it can refer to the human race (17, 190, 208, 259) , the female gender (250), or any class or kind of object (63, 66, 75, 97, 165 
Early Christians not an Ethnos -but not universal or inclusive either

Paul and the First Christian Generation
The earliest ἑhristian texts we possess, ἢaul's first letters, proviἶe a viviἶ sense of the group identity he was cultivating among his new communities. The very first surviving lines from this prominent Christ-follower reveal a rootless itinerant entrusted with what he called The Special Announcement ( ὐαγγ )έ Its most salient ἵontent is that 'those who trust' must prepare themselves for immeἶiate evacuation. Despite harassment and ridicule from their townsfolk, they must persevere in trust and lead sexually pure, blameless lives if they are to join the soonreturning Christ in the clouds. In this way these chosen ones will escape the divine wrath that is about to fall on others ( υ ᾶ ῆ ὀ γῆ ῆ χ ).
47
In the interval before ἑhrist's return, the urgent hope for tropospheric deliverance creates an oppressive air of conflict with mundane poleisέ ἢaul's arrival in Thessalonica, he recalls, was framed by enormous pressure and conflict (1.6, 2), after 46 Josephus' Antiquities and Apion, both devoted to explicating the antiquity of the Judaean ethnos and the nobility of its laws, are anchored in Jerusalem, the temple, and the priesthood (albeit that Josephus has been living in Rome for decades). 47 1 Thess 1.4-10; 2.17-3.13; 4.13-21; 5.1-11, 23; cf. 1 Cor 1.7-9; 7.25-35; 15.12-57; Gal 1.4. he had suffered grievous insult in Philippi (2.2). But this conflict is, he assures his faithful community, the plight of all trusters. There will be enormous pressure to abandon their hope before the day of rescue (3.3-4). They should at least take comfort that they are imitating Paul, receiving the same grief from their compatriots that his, the Judaeans, had given him (2.14-16). Opposition from local citizenry is, indeed, the main reason for this first letter. Paul has been desperately worried that after his departure they might have abandoned their newfound trust in his message (2.17-3.5). 'soἵial iἶentity' from membershipέ Suἵh soἵial iἶentity has three ἶimensionsμ cognitive (the knowledge of belonging to the group and sharing its beliefs), emotional (how one felt about belonging to suἵh a group), anἶ evaluative (how one rateἶ one's membership here in relation to that of outgroups). These variables provide a useful point of entry into the voluntary associations. Generally speaking, these associations were 'organizeἶ arounἶ an extenἶeἶ family, the ἵult of a ἶeity or hero, an ethniἵ group in ἶiaspora, a neighbourhooἶ, or a ἵommon traἶe or professionέ' 54 Most of them met for the purposes of sociability (especially focused in regular common meals) and usually practised some cultic activity. 55 All of them had office-bearers.
The fact that they frequently voted honours to certain members and established written membership lists suggests that they afforἶeἶ their members 'a sense of belonging, honor, anἶ aἵhievementέ'
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One could easily discuss-in relation to each association in its context -the cognitive, emotional and evaluative dimensions of belonging in order to investigate the identity of the group and the social identity that members derived from belonging.
It is evident, however, that in every instance, except that of an ethnic group meeting in a diaspora setting (the exception that proves the rule), the group identity and the members' social identity were not ethnic. This is clearly the case even where all members were co-ethnics (such as in the many instances from Athens), 57 since they must have derived an identity different from their ethnic group or there would have been no point in membership.
But the point is even clearer when the membership comprised people from different ethnic groups. 58 For as soon as one asks, 'What is the ethniἵ group of these people sitting arounἶ the table anἶ partaking of the ἵommon mealς', one realises that the question is meaningless. Such groups were demonstrably trans-ethnic in character.
Setting Christ-movement groups alongside Greco-Roman associations immediately brings out the similarities with them, even though we must be alert for differences.
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Even if all the members were (originally) Judaean, their group identity must have been different; where the group was a mixture of Judaeans and non-Judaeans this must have been the case a fortiori. A remarkable proof of that difference is that only a 56 Ibid., 6. 57 See, ibid., Examples include a group of Sarapis devotees in Thessalonika (Kloppenborg and Ascough, GrecoRoman Associations, No. 77, pp. 357-62), a group engaged in mysteries in Kyme (Harland, GrecoRoman Associations, No. 105, , and a group of Anubiasts in Smyrna (Ibid., No. 136, . 59 As for possible differences, we might ask: Did Christ-movement groups charge membership fees? Did other associations manifest charismatic phenomena in their cultic acts? few years after the crucifixion Paul was persecuting the α and trying to destroy it (Gal 1.13).
In a well-known letter (Ep. 10.33), Pliny asks Trajan that Nicomedia be allowed a collegium of fire fighters, strictly limited in size and frequency of meeting, to prevent the recurrence of devastating fire. Trajan denies his request, recalling the damage that factiones have wrought ('whatever name we give them, on whatever justifiἵation')έ Experienἵe ἵonfirms, the emperor refleἵts, that 'whenever men are drawn together in a common cause they soon beἵome a tight assoἵiation ή fraternity'
( α α), and that means trouble (10.34).
Back in his letter about Christians, Pliny assures Trajan that their influence on the region's poleis has dropped dramatically since he implemented the order to ban hetaeriae (presumably all collegia in view of 10.34), which stopped Christian meetings also. Their character as a voluntary association is confirmed by details of language. Already former Christians have declared that they abandoned the group three or even twenty-five years ago, and they happily make the customary sacrifices now. Pliny and Trajan agree that people should be given space for repentance (si sit paenitentiae locus), not executed straightaway. None of these attributes matches membership of an ethnos or gens, from which people do not come and go. These are the traits of voluntary association -and dissociation.
What exactly the members of Christ associations should call themselves while living in the world before their heavenward ascent remained unclear. ἢaul's ubiquitous α anἶ 'brothers anἶ sisters' language would endure, the latter inviting scorn because of the liberties it suggested among men and women not actually related. 60 Noteworthy is the by-play in Acts between Tertullus, who pitches ἵontrast, mere ἶeifieἶ humans who 'fell on poleis and ethnē like plagues' (Protr. 3.1).
Clement mocks the ethnē and their competitive claims to antiquity (Protr. 1).
The climax of his work (chap. 10) confronts the demand for ethnos loyaltynamely, that it is unreasonable to abanἶon 'ἵustom … hanἶeἶ ἶown from the fathers'
( πα ω έέέ πα α ῖ ἔ )έ Clement puns on the contrast between ἵustom ( υ α), which is merely a seductive drug, and truth (ἀ α)έ In the ἵirἵle of ἑhrist's truth, ethnos allegianἵe is ἶissolveἶμ 'there is no barbarian nor
Judaean nor Greek, nor male nor female, but only a new human being transformed by ύoἶ's holy spirit' (Protrέ 11)έ ἑlement's ἵlosing exhortation ἶoes not holἶ baἵk The mast to which Odysseus bound himself on ἑirἵe's aἶviἵe, to seἵure himself against the Sirens' sweet song , is now the ἑrossέ ἑlement's repudiation of the classical ethnos-polis paradigm is complete.
Tertullian agrees in rejecting the ethnos-polis foundations of classical society.
ώe sarἵastiἵally ἵhallenges 'these oh-so-pious champions and avengers of laws and
anἵestral institutions' about their own sἵrupulosity (Apol. In Tertullian's imagination, then, the solution to Judaean failure in their homeland is not a new ethnos in a new homeland, but a voluntary association that is demonstrably trans-ethnic in the manner Horrell decries and is defined solely by common trust in
Christ and the promise of deliverance from the classical world order.
Tertullian's appeal sounἶs ἢauline in its insistenἵe that ἑhristians have no home in this world (Apol. 1.2): [Truth, veritas] knows that, leading an alien existence on earth, she readily finds enemies among strangers, whereas her pedigree, dwelling-place, hope, reward, and honour are in the heavens (genus, sedem, spem, gratiam, dignitatem in caelis habere).
The liveliest expression of this heavenly orientation comes in Tertullian's On Spectacles. Here he denounces core institutions and activities of the polis -theatre, drama, games, amphitheatre -as demon-filled pits of disgrace and filth (Spec. 1-28).
He can renounce classical life because the greatest spectacle ever is about to be revealed: the coming of the Lord in triumph to establish the heavenly civitas of New Jerusalem (Spec. 30). This event will see the existing world with its proud genealogies and silly claims to antiquity consumed in a conflagration, which will also liquefy the Europhile 'ύallomania' -when he insists that eaἵh nation's ancient tradition, which has evolved with its character through uncountable ages, must not be swept aside by a merciless reason. It is right and proper that each nation should cherish its unique gods, cults, calendar, and festivals. These deserve the respect of citizens and outsiders alike (6.1-3; 8.1-4). Caecilius in turn ridicules the motley factiones of Christ-people, who withdraw from polis duties and public life, meet in secret, and avoid the daylight rituals of their homeland (8.5; 9.1-4; 10.1-4). Their belief that the world is about to be consumed in fire, and they alone will survive, is arrogant nonsense (11.1). In the space allowed by a journal article we cannot consider every piece of eviἶenἵe or the possible impliἵations of a partiἵular author's turns of phraseέ ἐut broad confirmation of the distinction we are making comes from four prominent authors who discuss both Judaeans and Christians: Tacitus, Celsus, Porphyry, and
Julian. None of them was much enamoured of the Judaeans. In taking their deity to be the only one, Judaeans appeared to them intolerant and unwilling to mix with others.
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Nevertheless, all four writers recognised the Judaeans as an established ethnos / gens that enjoyed a respectable place in the υ . The Christians were something else entirely, and had no such place in the world. They gathered to worship an executed criminal who was supposed to deliver their group alone from the cosmos. For this absurd belief they were willing to abandon their proper obligations to ancestral and polis custom. This was obviously troublesome behaviour.
Taἵitus, for example, reἵognises the Juἶaeans' established place in the world.
In the fifth book of his Histories, he describes the origin of this gens and its renowned polis (famosae urbis, 2-3), then its customs (4-5) and homeland (6-8), as a prelude to his now-lost aἵἵount of Jerusalem's ἶestruἵtionέ While admitting that he finds the Juἶaeans' customs repugnant, Tacitus allows that their antiquity demands respect 62 Julian, C. 171a, 198b. (antiquitate defenduntur 14, 22-23, 26; 5.41-42) , like Tacitus, he was also sure of its place in the world even a ἵentury after Jerusalem's fall (ηέ2η, ἵfέ ζ1)μ
The Judaeans, after becoming a unique ethnos (ἔ ́ γ ), enacted laws in keeping with their local conditions, and guard them until even now. In preserving their way of worship -which, whatever its actual form, is ancestral While we have no quarrel with efforts to finἶ 'ethniἵ reasoning' in particular early Christian texts, we consider such language fictive. It does not make the Christians an ethnos in common perception or in social-scientific understanding, but represents a bold raid on Israelite tradition to use its topoi in the service of a very different identity.
66 C. 305d, according to which the Jewish people had an ancient and secure place in their land, whereas Christians were a homeless offshoot, worshipping a mere man and widely deemed superstitious. But our aims are neither theological nor political. Wishing to understand the past as it was may seem naïve, but we think it possible to advance understanding through methodical investigations, without despairing that biases render all communication impossible. We welcome criticism of our actual arguments:
that Judaeans viewed themselves and were viewed as an established ethnos in the υ , fully engaged with it, whereas many early Christ-followers viewed themselves and were seen by others as a voluntary association basically alienated from the υ .
